The recovery of writing trajectory from offline handwritten image is generally regarded as a difficult problem [1] . This paper introduced a method to recover the writing trajectory from multiple stroked images by searching the best matching writing paths of template strokes. The searching procedure is guided by a matching cost function which is defined as the summation of positional distortion cost and directional difference cost between the template stroke and its matching path. We develop a bidirectional search algorithm based on dynamic programming to find the best matching path. The algorithm can efficiently reduce the searching space, while hold the start/end vertex constraint. Experiments on the handwritten English words and Chinese characters demonstrated the effectiveness of our method.
Introduction
Automatic Handwriting Analysis and Recognition (AHAR) have received continuous attention in both academic and industrial fields for more than 40 years [1] . It is well known that the handwriting can be divided into two types: online and offline. Compared with the offline handwriting recognition, the online one makes use of the trajectory of pen-tip movement (online information) and achieves higher recognition rate [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [11] . It has been shown in psychological researches that even human make use of online information for perceiving the handwritten images [4] .
The object of this research is to recover the writing trajectory from offline handwriting images. This can be seen as to convert two-dimensional image into one dimensional sequence along time whose components are the positions (x, y) of pen-tip.
Previous researches to the recovery problem can be generally divided into three categories: 1) The local trace methods start from some given points and trace the next path at junction points based on current configuration and tracing history. Lee and Pan [5] traced the skeleton of offline signature by a set of heuristic rules. Doremann and Rosenfeld [6] described a stroke recovery platform based on local regional and temporal clues, and reported detailed information which can be used for recovery. Govindaraju and Srihari [8] presented an approach for separating handwritten text from interfering strokes based on Gestalt's segmentation and grouping principles. 2) In the global search methods, the recovery problem is reduced as to find the path within the graph representation of input image, which covers all the edges and satisfies certain predefined criteria. Huang and Yasuhara [8] recovered the temporal information by searching the path which minimizes the Slalom smoothness. Jäger [9] and Lallican et al. [10] searched a Hamiltonian path, which minimized certain cost functions. Kato and Yasuhara [11] presented a 2-phase analysis by use of labeling information and the basic tracing algorithm. In [12] , Qiao et al. proposed an approach under the ECR framework and achieved a high recovery rate on large database. But their method is limited to single stroke.
Advantages of the local tracing methods are their simplicity and low computational cost; however, they are sensitive to noise and it is extremely difficult to design general heuristic rule(s) that can be applied to variant written styles. In contrast, the global search methods require large computation and may lead to combinational explosion; moreover, in these methods, it is usually assumed that the handwritten image is generated in the smoothest path. However, this is not always true, especially for the multiple stroked images such as Chinese characters. This is why the global search methods are usually applied to single stroked images or cursive words without complex intra-stroke relations [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
To overcome these disadvantages of the above two methods, 3) The template match methods have been proposed. A template (model) is constructed to describe the shape of each stroke or the whole character(s) and the writing paths (strokes) are recovered by comparing the template with input image. Cheng [13] modeled the stroke by straight lines and extracted the strokes using relaxation labeling. Liu et al. [2] classified stroke into different types according to length, orientation and relative position and used heuristic search to find the optimal paths. I.J. Kim and J.H. Kim [3] improved this method by introducing the joint distribution of feature points.
This paper formulates the recovery of writing trajectory from handwritten images into a problem to search the best matching path for each template stroke. The matching cost is measured through a function that includes two parts: positional distortion and directional difference. At first candidate start and end points are identified. Then a Bidirectional Dynamic Search (BDS) algorithm is developed to find the best matching path with the minimum matching cost.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem and the BDS algorithms; Section 3 presents the experimental results on the handwritten Chinese characters and western words. The conclusion of this paper is given in Section 4.
Recovery of Drawing Trajectory

Template and Graph Model
A template (Fig. 1a ) is represented by a set of strokes S={s 1 ,s 2 ,..,s k ,..,s m } where m is the number of strokes; and each stroke s k is represented by a sequence of points evenly sampled along it: s k =p 1 k ,p 2 k ,…, , where n k is the number of points in s k . Note the order of strokes is available in template. The template is obtained directly from online handwriting. The handwriting image for recovery is represented by an undirected graph model ( Fig. 1b) : G=(E, V), which is built from its skeleton. V={v i } denotes a set of vertices and each vertex v i corresponds to a point sampled from the skeleton. E={e k } denotes a set of edges and each edge e k =v i -v j represents the neighborhood relationship of two vertices v i and v j , in other words, there exist a segment of skeleton between v i and v j . There are three kinds of vertex: end vertex which has only one adjacent vertex, connection vertex which has 2 adjacent vertices; and junction vertex which has more than two adjacent vertices. S and V may have different number of points or vertices. In experiments, we set the number of vertices in V a slight less than that of points in S to facilitate the search procedure. For each v i , we define the self-contained neighborhood vertex set as:
Identification of Candidate Start/End Vertex
At first, we find a subset V' that contains the vertices which may be start/end vertices. There are three kinds of vertices in V': end vertex, junction vertex and connection vertex with high curvature. The curvature is estimated as the difference between the directional angles of two edges incident to the connection vertex. If the curvature is larger than a threshold, the vertex is put into V'.
For start point p s k or end point p e k of s k , we want to find its corresponding start or end vertex in G. Because it is difficult to decide the corresponding start/end vertex uniquely at the present stage, for p t k (t=s, e), we find its candidate start/end vertex set V t k . We calculate the location distortion cost d(p t k , v) between point p t k and each vertex v in V', and preserve the first 40% vertices v
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The location distortion cost function d(p, v) describes the location distortion between p in template S and v in graph G. It is noted that d(p, v) is hoped to be robust to scaling, translation, slight rotation and geometric deformation. This can be achieved with two different types of methods: one is to normalize the input image and the other is to use features invariant or robust to different transformations. In this paper, we use shape context [15] to calculate the distance d(p, v), which has been successfully utilized in the shape matching and object recognition tasks. A good definition of location distortion cost can also incorporate a prior knowledge such as the structures of characters, written styles. But this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Bidirectional Dynamic Search
In this paper, the recovery of writing trajectory is formulated as to search the best matching path L k = v' 1 v' 2 .. v' n (v' i ∈V) for each stroke s k in template. By searching the matching paths of template strokes, we can determine the writing order of the vertices in G, that is, the writing trajectory of the input image is recovered.
The matching path L k can be represented in a corresponding form:
, where the matching function j=w(i) denotes the matching relation that the i-th point p i k in s k corresponds to the j-th vertex v j in G. The best matching path is the one which has the most similar shape and location with the template stroke. We introduce the following matching cost function to measure the similarity between s k and L k :
where is a constant to balance between location distortion and directional difference.
The first term d(p i k , v w(i) ) is the location distortion cost defined in Section 2.2. The second term g(p i k p i+1 k , v w(i) v w(i+1) ) is a directional cost function which describes the change of the directional angles between two vectors p i k p i+1 k and v w(i) v w(i+1) . The directional cost is used as a penalty of the shape difference between the two sequences. Formally, we have + ≠ ∠
) denotes the angle between p i k p i+1 k and v w(i) v w(i+1) .
∠
Our object is to find the best matching path L k for each s k with the minimum matching cost:
(4)
The candidate start/end vertex set V s,e k has been determined in Section 2.2. For each pair of start and end vertices, that is, one vertex v s k from V s k and one vertex v e k from V e k , we can find a matching path L of s k between v s k and v e k by the following Bidirectional Dynamic Search (BDS) algorithm and calculate its matching cost. Note there are more than one start/end vertex pair, each of which will lead to a matching path. The best matching path is selected as the one with the least matching cost. and v e k and searches the next matching vertices in two directions using the Dynamic Programming (DP) until the two paths joint (Fig. 2) . The algorithm is near to the Viterbi algorithm [16] , but it is a bidirectional one, which contains forward and backward searches.
A forward search cost function f(p j k ,v) ( Fig. 2) is used in the forward search process to denote the minimum cost of matching the point p j k to vertex v. Formally, we have 
Update
For j=2 to n k /2 (n k is the number of points in s k )
Similarly, we introduce the backward search cost function b(p j k ,v) ( Fig. 2) and have the following algorithm:
For j= n k -1 to n k /2
By combining the forward and backward search algorithms (Fig. 2 where n is the number of nodes. The advantages of the BDS algorithm come from three facts: 1) the DP algorithm helps to search the global optimization efficiently; 2) compared with Viterbi algorithm, the bidirectional scheme can reduce the searching space by ignoring the matching paths which don't locate between two candidate start and end vertices.
Refinement of Matching Paths
Because there may exist some vertices which are not covered by the matching paths obtained in Section 2.3. In this Section, we will briefly introduce a Greedy Inserting Algorithm to insert these un-matched vertices gradually into the matching paths.
For every unmatched vertex v and a matching path L, we can find a path l v-L to connect v and the end vertices of 
Let s denote the template stroke of L. The inserting cost can be calculated by:
where the function d DTW denotes the Dynamic Time Warping distance [16 pp.203 ] between two paths.
In every step of our algorithm, we find the unmatched vertex v and stroke s j with the minimum adding cost c(v, L j ) where L j denotes the matching path of s j , then update s j by inserting v. Recursively execute this, until there is no unmatched vertex, or all the unmatched vertex can not be inserted to any matching path.
Experiments
Two sets of images are used to examine the performance of the proposed method. The first set contains 100 images and 50 characters (2 samples/character) from the handwritten Chinese database used in [2] . The second set includes 252 images of 20 classes from the Cambridge handwritten database [14] . The 20 classes correspond to English words "zero", "one",…, "nineteen". The first database contains the online templates itself, while the templates of the second database were built by us. There are 852 strokes in the first database and 865 strokes in the second. Note that the Chinese characters have complicated intra-stroke relations, while the English words contain strokes with complex shapes. We applied our methods on these images and checked the recovered strokes manually. The writing trajectories of 1623 strokes (94.5%) were recovered successfully. If start/end vertices are given, the recovered rates can be improved to 98.0%. Some examples are shown in Fig.3 . We can find the method can deal with double traced lines and touching of start/end vertices efficiently. 
Conclusion
This paper introduced a novel approach to recover the writing trajectory from multiple-stroked handwritten image by searching the best matching path of each template stroke. The proposed method to find the matching paths includes three steps: 1) find candidate start/end vertices of each stroke; 2) search best matching paths between the given start and end vertices using the proposed BDS algorithm; 3) insert unmatched vertices into matching paths by the greedy inserting algorithm. Experiments indicate that the method can cope with both complex shapes and complicated intra-stroke relations. Now we are doing experiments on larger database, and are studying about how to apply our methods on character/word recognition and signature verification.
